Tests of nonuniversality and finite-size scaling for two-dimensional wetting with long-ranged forces.
Effective Hamiltonian models predict nonuniversal critical singularities for two-dimensional wetting transitions with marginal long-ranged forces. We test these predictions by studying interfacial delocalization transitions in an infinitely long Ising strip, of width L (lattice spacings), with external fields that are long ranged and have opposite signs at each surface. Finite-size scaling suggests that the shift of the delocalization temperature T(c)(L) below the (semi-infinite) wetting temperature T(w) scales as L(-1/beta(s)) with beta(s) the adsorption critical exponent. Density-matrix renormalization-group methods allow us to study the behavior of T(c)(L) for L up to several hundred lattice spacings. For short-ranged forces the method recovers the universal value of beta(s)=1 known from the exact solution. While marginal long-ranged forces strongly influence the finite-size scaling of T(c)(L) , the extrapolated asymptotic value for the exponent beta(s) does not appear to confirm the predicted nonuniversality, but instead approaches the same universal value representative of systems with short-ranged forces.